GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)  
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)  
(RAILWAY BOARD)  

No. TC-1/2009/104/1-Pt. New Delhi, dated: 14.9.2010

General Manager (Commercial)  
All Zonal Railways  

CAO/FOIS  
Chankayapui New Delhi.

Subject:- Preparation of RRs in respect of container traffic offered by PCOs

Reference: 1) Corrigendum No. 3 to Rates Circular No. 45/2009  

Please refer to Board’s letter of even number dated 23.8.2010 vide which all Zonal Railways were requested to ensure that system of Inland Way Bills (IWB) in respect of CONCOR traffic may be dispensed with and in lieu thereof TMS generated RRs may be issued at all locations handling CONCOR traffic.

2. Board now desires that beyond 25th September 2010, no manual RRs should be issued for container traffic offered by PCOs and in lieu thereof, RR will be prepared through TMS system of FOIS.

3. CAO(FOIS) will coordinate the FOIS connectivity and other related issues.

4. Northern Railway will ensure that tri-partite e-payment agreement is entered into with all PCOs before 15th September 2010 and CRIS/CAO(FOIS) will ensure operationalization at the earliest but not later than 25th September 2010.

5. All Zonal Railways will send compliance report for information of Board.

(Aashima Mehrotra)  
Joint Director/Traffic Commn.(Rates)  
Railway Board.

Copy to: All PCOs